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About This Content

Friends, it's time you learn a little something - from the Ninja.

The Gage Ninja Pack DLC is the 26th DLC pack for PAYDAY 2 and adds an array of Ninja weapons that Gage brought with
him from his travels to the east. Three new ranged weapons, four new melee weapons, Shuriken throwing star, a host of mods,

four new masks, patterns and materials are also included.

Key Features
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•Pistol Crossbow – Any object can be used as a weapon if you do it right, sure. It's just easier when the object is a small
crossbow capable of firing sharpened bolts which can be coated in poison or set to explode, that's all.

•Lebensauger .308 – Denmark's most famous assassin's weapon of choice. Bullpup design and semi-automatic made its wielder
highly mobile and efficient when the targets were more than one.

•Kross Vertex – The shadows play tricks with us all, it's just hard to know when they are disturbed by the candle flickering in
the wind or the rapid muzzle flashes of a high performance submachine gun.

•Poisoned Arrow – If we can slap a small stack of dynamite cubs on and call it an arrow, wait 'til you lay your eyes on this
beaut! Syringes filled with venom from a Diamondback rattler, a stick and a feather is all you need to keep even the strongest of

rustlers at bay. The Poisoned Bow Arrow does not require the Gage Ninja Pack DLC to use.
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•Shuriken throwing star – Twinkle, twinkle ninja star. Tear through armor from afar. Sharp and poisoned, kill them all. Pick
them up as dozers fall.

Introducing the new Shuriken throwing star. With their poison coating you can potentially throw all of them in quick succession
and clear a room just as efficiently as any explosives. They can be picked up after they've been thrown as well.

•6 Pistol Crossbow Weapon Mods – A total of six Pistol Crossbow Weapon Mods have been added to the game.

•Four new melee weapons – Includes the Kunai Knife, a poison dipped knife. The Talons, originally used to scale walls and
trees. The Okinawan Style Sai, and last but not least - the Empty Palm Kata.
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•Four new masks – Inspired by asian legends of old that have been long forgotten.

•Four new patterns – Enjoy four new patterns inspired from the far east.

•Four new materials – Four fascinating and new materials have been added.

•4 new achievements to unlock – We've added four new mysterious achievements for you and your friends to unlock.
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Title: PAYDAY 2: Gage Ninja Pack
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
OVERKILL - a Starbreeze Studio.
Publisher:
505 Games
Release Date: 16 Jul, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP3

Processor:2 GHz Intel Dual Core Processor

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA GeForce 8800/ATI Radeon HD 2600 (256MB minimum)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:13 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian
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This game is an awesome example of a solo dev making a great game.

Short version, you're trying to reclaim a planet - you blow up surface defenders so you can capture the base via a drone, which
gives you "science", which lets you build better weapons\/armor\/etc to blow up more advanced surface defenders, ad infinitum.
You also mine for resources, but that's more of a minor farming thing than anything else.

Are the levels polished? No. They aren't buggy (as far as I experienced), but you can peek thru most walls, etc, if you hump the
wall and angle your camera.

The puzzles are confusing in the early levels, but after that the techniques to solve 'em mostly remain the same - they just get
more complex and difficult.

My biggest complaint is that the "manual" and the UI are... hard to interpret, until you learn how the dev thinks - then, they
makes total sense.

TL;DR: It's fun - more "strategy" than "action", with a side-order of puzzles.

NOTE: When you Mine, you sometimes get "wreckage" - and you can "Disassemble" that to give you random parts and one
thing you can't mine.. Fun scifi space based city building game with away missions made by awesome devs!
Even better is that Spatials owners will be getting the Spatials Galactology for free :). Good expansion I like it ! happy to see
new contents for that game

. A light weighted screen capture software. It does most of the job that xsplit can do.

However using FAST mode recording it crashes when file size exceeds 126GB.

Pls fix this.. I DID SPEND A LOT OF TIME On chinese parents, and i really wanna marry the most beautiful girl in my class.
But, i failed seven times!! can you believe this???? Maybe i'm just a guy who will be spending his life forever alone.:). Have you
ever wondered why two blue-eyed parents cannot have a brown-eyed child, but two brown-eyed parents CAN have blue-eyed
children? After playing this game, you will totally understand dominant and recessive genes (quite a mouthful, isn't it?) I found
this game very entertaining - just hard enough to be challenging, but not so hard that I would give up in frustration. My only
complaints would be that you cannot save one game and then start another, and every time you start a game you have to go
through the introduction again. I hope they will come out with a sequel.. Fun physics based platformer, where you steer blobs of
liquid around to hit targets. Imagine if Peggle had a more physics oriented engine and more aftertouch controls for your moves.
Sliding your blobs around the level, switching directions, ramming them into spikes and making them spray their lovely goop all
over the targets face is what should get you going. Other goals include having as high a combo multiplier by the end of the level,
meeting stunt targets set out on the field or just getting as high of a score as possible.. Refunded it, only because theres currently
no way to disable the annoying special effects and things that just hurts your eyes when your trying to focus.
Also its like 80% anime music, and im not into that at all, all i want is EDM/dubstep or hell even piano songs are fine, but there
are so few.

Sure there might be a bunch of those song types in the DLC pack, but thats more than 20€.

Id rather play stepmania for free than pay 20€+ for a steam game.
christ. Fighting Classic, what's not to like? A must own for retro fighting fans!
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Personally 10 bucks for a dlc I usually feel is quite steep, unless it's a big expansion like skyrim dlc's.. That being said, I
personally would make an exception for this dlc. I think it's worth the money. The 'skidsteer' as they call it is good fun, and the
big front loader is a godsend for forestry work. The semi trailer for logs is a massive pain to load sometimes, especially with the
vanilla loader. The dlc front loader (not the telescopic one with the single arm, the two arm one), raises higher than the vanilla
one, and is more powerful. I mainly use the skidsteer and the big front loader now, wasn't really interested in the new tractors or
the telescopic loader. I like the Case tractors and the New Holland ones already in the game, though the JCB ones are powerful
and priced competetively. Sometimes I think there are too many tractors to choose from, given that the tools you can use tend to
have similar power requirements, like 320hp, 150, etc etc. You can get a tractor that has 150hp for 200k for example, but
instead grab one that has 320hp for 300k or so. Might as well not bother with anything lower and just get something with more
horse for a bit more money, and use that one to power everything, just makes life easier. That's my two cents on tractors but
w\/e. I often avoid the articulating tractors like the plague, they're just a pain to use.

Very Tl;dr, but I would say it's worth the money to get. I can't speak for the IT runner or any other dlc, as I don't have them. But
I can say I do like this dlc so far, and I haven't even seen\/used it all yet.

Pro tip: if you use the skidsteer, or bobcat, or forklift, or w\/e you call it to stack bales, DON'T USE THE BALE SPIKE. Only
use it for the round bales that are lying on their sides. Use the pallet forks for square bales. They pierce the bale as you would
expect them to, and is much more stable. Most people probably already knew that, but I just recently discovered that, and
thought I would pass it on.. Really satisfying and stylish little shoot-em-up.
The different weapon types are all fun to use, and the scoring system and game mechanics are simple enough for even casuals to
get into it. In fact, all the achievements are totally attainable. The difficulty is very reasonable.

My only criticism is that the levels are a bit too similar, and more types of enemies or level hazards would have made the game
more interesting. There's maybe not enough content to justify full price, but on any kind of sale it'll definitely be worth it.. I
NEED HELP EXPELLED IS RUNNING EVEN WHEN IM NOT PLAYING IT AND I CANT DOWLOAD A GAME
PLEASE HELP.. Being quite a big Disney Fairies fan over the years, I quickly bought this upon its arrival on Steam. Are my
experiences with it enough to recommend it?

It plays a lot like the DS games based on the Tinker Bell movies. Manouvre around a 2D map of small locations, collect things,
talk to people, and play some minigames. The flight mechanisms feel wonderful to fly around with. Most of the scenery looks
nice. But the story mode, which is the only mode that feels like a proper mode, feels like a collect-a-thon in almost every level.
To fulfill deliveries, or to begin with equipment repairs, you need to find specific items scattered around.

And those are for the very most part flower seeds, other seeds, and berries, scattered around on specific (or sometimes random)
screens; except for a few items that can be only gathered through minigames. But collecting items is what virtually every level of
the game is about, in their essence. Each level takes place during a season of the year, or rather, in-between when they change
the seasons on Earth a few times a year. Though, each season-themed level only really consists of one task that needs to be done,
before they pretty quickly skip forward to the next season. Thankfully, there are still more than just 4 levels in the game.

I do like calm games. I do like games where I can just play around. This game completes that task, although it had big problems
keeping my attention after a while, due to the repetitive feeling I got from most of the game. New areas are continuously
discovered during gameplay, but the map screens aren't all that much bigger than they were in the DS games, where they were
really tiny.

The graphics deserve a paragraph by themselves. For everything in the world, you will want to click the High Quality button in
the settings, and not even then does it really reach even 720p (My bet is more on 1024x600, but my eyes could in theory have
deceived me). The intro sequence's use of very low-quality footage from Tinker Bell 1 is also a bit of an oddity to behold.

Canonwise, despite the thumbnail's use of Lost Treasure clothing and scenery, the game goes better along with Tinker Bell 1,
from which many in-game locations and some characters hail from.

I have been uncertain as to whether to give this Thumbs Up or Thumbs Down. It has given me a Disney Fairies non-DS game at
long last, but the long-term gameplay, and the graphical quality (which for one time's sake actually is complainable about), does
not deliver. At \u20ac17 at the time of purchase, I felt like I had overpayed even when I did like the feel of the game. If it ever
gets somewhere below \u20ac12 (the further down, the better) and you're a very long-term Disney Fairies fan, then it could
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qualify as "More content. Yay!". But I have to stoop down against one of the franchises in my life that has meant the most to
me, and say Thumbs Down.. Fun game if you're just looking to pass the time.. Extremely easy maze game, Just completed all
the mazes in 50 minutes (about 1 minute per maze). On the other hand, very relaxing and with great acomplishment sensation.
The music is a single track in loop. Could be a little longer music, or 2 or 3 songs of the same lenght. I think there should be a
Real Hard mode with very hard mazes, but ok...
Very fun and relaxing. I´ll be playing the second one too.. wow
.
.
.
ooh
ouch
...
ouch*\u221e. Really good retro shooter action game. I'm sure the comparison has been made before but it reminds me of the
old 8 bit game Thrust which appeared on various platforms and of the 16 bit title Oids. The game works really well with the
xbox controller although it takes a while to get used to controlling the ship. Worth the effort though. I like the way the
background text appears as you play and the reverse thruster is a nice touch as well.
Recommended.. I definitely cannot recommend this game. The flashy visuals try to cover up the extremely limited game play
here. Additioanlly, there is no reward for skillful choices. There is too much randomness in this game that can invalidate
everything you have done at any time. Even using purchased items is plagued with RNG. Just not a fun game. I ended up
refunding.
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